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PROPERTY

SPACE AND 
SERENITY COMING HOME TO A SYMPHONY 

OF GLASS AND STEEL, WITH A 
TOUCH OF WOOD

BY LISA WITEPSKI  •  PROJECT CONSULTANT LORNA IOAKIM 
PROPERTY COORDINATOR MARLIZE DU RAND  •  PHOTOGRAPHER BRONWYN ALYSON

WARMBAD BLINDERS 014 736 3817
The home’s open design is its key feature – but that meant it 
needed blinds that provided protection from the heat and glare 
of the sun. The owners also wanted the design of their window 
treatments to be decorative, fitting the home’s modern look. 
Blind Designs SheerWeave roller blinds, measured and installed 
by Warmbad Blinders, provided a solution.
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ome homes have an instantly soothing effect from 
the moment you enter. This is one of them.

The entrance immediately establishes the house 
as a haven of tranquillity; not only because of the 

colours that greet you – earthy and grounding – but because 
of the softly bubbling water feature. 

Walk on, and you’ll come to a stone wall built with 
materials from a local quarry. It’s a rustic touch, but there’s 
nothing at all bucolic or rough-hewn about the rest of the 
home. On the contrary, the interiors are a symphony of glass 
and steel, with wooden accents (underneath the kitchen 
counters and in the bar, for example) to introduce warmth.

BUDGET PLANTS 012 807 6721

ABOVE: Care of the garden fell to Budget Plants, a company that specialises in garden upgrades and 
renewal, and Instagarden installations. Budget Plants has a specific focus on water-wise gardening, and 
is able to provide specimen plants and source plants from all areas of the country. Its services include 
free garden advice to local homeowners. For this home, the objective was to create a garden that was 
water-wise and low maintenance. The home owners also requested that all plants used should fit the 
vertical lines of the home.

S
DRAWBOX DESIGN STUDIO ARCHITECTS 012 349 1112

LEFT: Drawbox Design Studio’s 
significant experience in residential 
architecture ranges from luxury 
homes through to high-density 
affordable housing. For this luxury 
home, where entertaining is a 
major part of the owners’ lifestyle, 
the firm concentrated on creating 
generous living spaces with ample 
natural light seamlessly fusing 
internal and external spaces.

GLOBAL PROPERTY DEVELOPERS 082 903 7741

The home’s blueprint was designed by the home 
owner, taking its cue from another of his houses. Aside 
from this, however, very little was planned: the house 
grew organically, with the ideas for one room providing 
inspiration for another, until all aspects came together. 
It’s hard to imagine that this was the case, though: with 
the colours and textures blending seamlessly, the overall 
atmosphere is one of harmony.

This is largely made possible through the openness that 
is the home’s hallmark. “Even my study is open rather than 
blocked off,” he says, adding with a laugh that it’s distinctly 
at odds with today’s trend towards secluded “man caves”.

It’s not just about visibility, though. This open-plan 
design creates a feeling of light and airiness, and enhances 
that sense of calm. 

It’s also wonderfully sociable. The spaciousness allows 
for large gatherings – the home owners recently hosted 
a festive 60th birthday party with ease. Features like the 

“The house grew 
organically, with 
the ideas for one 
room providing 
inspiration for 

another.”

BELOW: Global Property Developers services clients establishing 
homes and lodges in nature reserves. In this case, the home owner 
desired a modern home with a warm atmosphere, constructed from 
low-maintenance, high-quality materials. The firm sourced several new 
building materials and trialled new building methods to answer this brief. >

“The interiors are a symphony of glass and steel, 
with wooden accents … to introduce warmth.”
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WOMAG: 0861-11-WOMAG (96624)

ABOVE LEFT: As an industry specialist and a supplier of natural stone, 
engineered quartz surfaces, designer sanitaryware and porcelain tiles, 
WOMAG was approached to supply the Soft Greige wood-look porcelain 
tiles for installation around the pool area. These tiles offer a non-slip 
texture – crucial in wet areas to prevent slipping or injury – with all the 
style and beauty of natural wood.

stacking doors, which fold away completely to merge the 
indoors and outdoors, are a major asset in this regard, while 
the patio has been covered with canvas rather than a roof; 
again, to allow in light and create a feeling of space. 

Then there’s the indoor braai – another highlight that 
makes for great entertaining.

It’s the kitchen that forms the hub of the home, however, 
and a lot of thought was given to making this a dream 
space. Features like the hob, which works on induction, gas 
and electricity, as well as the built-in coffee machine, turn 
this into a hi-tech zone any serious chef would envy.

Upstairs, the master bedroom continues the open-plan 

theme with some interesting interpretations. The cupboard doors are 
frosted glass, for instance, while the bathroom is separated by glass 
sliding doors. The owners love their black bath, placed in the centre of 
the room, which adds a dash of drama.

The owner’s favourite feature? “Our underfloor heating is controlled 
by water heated by a heat pump, so it makes the home deliciously cosy 
without incurring the cost of electrical heating.” Q

CONTACTS:
BUDGET PLANTS – plants and landscaping
012 807 6721, Info@r3r5nursery.co.za, Instagram: @R3andR5nursery
DRAWBOX DESIGN STUDIO ARCHITECTS – architects
012 349 1112, 082 339 5834, carlu@drawboxstudio.co.za
GLOBAL PROPERTY DEVELOPERS – building contractors and developers
082 903 7741, wynand@globalpropdev.com, www.globalpropdev.com
WARMBAD BLINDERS – blind suppliers
014 736 3817, 082 359 5090
WOMAG – tiles, tops, taps and sanware
0861-11-WOMAG (96624), sales@womag.co.za, www.womag.co.za
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